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Extended Abstract
We present a prototype of information retrieval system to support reading historical mokkans.
“Mokkan” is a generic name given to a kind of Japanese historical documents that have handwritten characters on
wooden tablets. Over 320,000 historical mokkans made and used in the 8th century have been excavated in Japan. Most
of the mokkans were used as shipping tags. For that reason, we can draw valuable information of the material flow, local
product names, place names and personal names at the time from the translations of the mokkans. However, decoding
the mokkans with damaged or broken parts is difficult even for expert readers (archeologists and historians). Especially
in the process to read unreadable character patterns to complement the translations, they have to obtain large amounts of
information from another ancient documents or books of archaeology/history.
We can find some recent researches of
information processing for decoding historical
documents [1] [2]. Especially, quick and
easy-to-use information retrieval to support
reading fragmented text on historical documents
has shown its effectiveness.
Unfortunately, stained and damaged mokkans
have a number of missing or misused characters,
and transpositions of words. To support reading
such mokkans, we have proposed Extended
Aho-Corasick method (EAC) [3]. The
Aho-Corasick method that is the base of the
EAC is a fast text retrieval method [4]. The EAC
provides robust text retrieval even if the
keywords contain missing, misused and wrong
ordered characters.

Figure 1. Damaged Mokkans

In this research, we made a prototype of information retrieval system using EAC (EAC-system). The EAC-system
accepts incomplete translations of mokkans as the keywords. Also, we constructed databases of four categories: local
product name, place name, personal name and prefix (dignity) of the personal name. From these databases, the users of

the EAC-system can obtain text strings similar with the keyword.
Figure 2 shows an example of crossover information retrieval between the categories of place name and product name.
The keyword at the start point of the processing is “上島”. By choosing the “place (place name)” tab on the search
result panel, the EAC-system displays the complemented place names consists of state-county-city-town parts (Figure
2-(a)). In this example, the user of the EAC-system who is interested in one of the place name “筑前-上座-三島-浮且
里” (that contains the characters of the keyword) chooses “筑前 (the state name)” and pushes the “product” button on
the right side of the search result panel. Therefore, product names related to the state name and the additional
information of the product names are shown in the search result panel (Figure 2-(b)). By choosing one of the product
manes (the “海藻” means seaweed), the user can obtain other place names related to the product names (Figure 2-(c)).
Such information retrieval is useful since a shipping tag has to show both “From” and “To” place names.
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Figure 2. An example of the context processing
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